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MAGNETIC SURVEY 

PAPINEAU TOWNSHIP CLAIMS 

EASTERN ONTARIO MINING DIVISION

This Assessment Report is submitted under the Special 

Provisions relating to the subnission of Geophysical Surveys

R.S. tfoolverton, 
P. Eng.



MAGNETIC SURVEY 

PAPINEAU TOWNSHIP CLAIMS 

EASTERN ONTARIO MINING DIVISION

GENERAL

A group of five unoatented. curMiauous mining claims in 

Papineau Townahiu. Eastern Ontario Mining Division, was sur 

veyed by aagnetic methods during February. 1974.

The unpatentcd claims surveyed are:

EO 346975

EO 346976

EO 346977

EO 346970

EO 346979

and comprise 50 acres each. Each claim is one-half of a 100 

acre lot in the subdivided township.

The claims are accessible by a forest-access road from 

the TransCanada highway east of the town of Mattawa.

The property baseline waa established on the concession 

line between Con V and VI, and crosslines cut at 400 foot inter 

val s .

The purpose of the magnetic survey was to locate magnetic 

anomalies which would assist in the exploration and possible 

development of vanadium-bearing titaniforous magnetite zones 

which are known to occur 6n the property.

COMPANY CONDUCTING SUHVEY

The survey was conducted by A.!!. Clark Jr., a qualified 

instrument who is self-employed.
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INSTRUMENT 6 SENSITIVITY

The instrument used on the magnetic survey on this property 

was a McPhar H-700 Fluxgate Magnetometer.

Base control stations were established on the base line at
^

400 foot stations. The magnetometer was carefully read and re- 

road at these base control stations for day to day drift and 

diurnal drift, and the magnetic intensity changes were applied 

as factors -nd progressive adjustments to each reading taken 

during a specified time period. Readings were taken at 100 foot 

stations along crosslinos and where readings were anomalous, the 

interval between stations was shortened to 50 feet.

RESULTS OF MAGNETIC SURVEY

The results of the magnetic survey are shown on the maps 

accompanying this report. As no absolute intensity base station 

is available in the immediate area, arbitrary gamaa values were 

chosen of 2150 at the most westerly base station on the base line.

The magnetic picture of the claim group is one of strong 

relief where the known magnetite zone occurs. The lowest mag 

netic reading on the claim group is one of 20 gammas, and the 

highest is 10,600 gammas. The average, or normal background 

vertical magnetic intensity, is about 2200 gammas. The south 

half of the claim group displays this average background inten 

sity and thus is of little interest for possible magnetite ore.

The most significant magnetic feature of the property is a 

strong linear anomaly *10000 gammas which extends from 201 to 

AE in a S70 H direction. This is on known exposures of vanad 

ium-bearing magnetite; the zone dips about 45-55 to the north, 

and has boon drilled by previous owners to 000 feet down dip.
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The area north of this high Magnetic ridge, and thus overlying 

tho Magnetite zone,shows considerable magnetic relief. The 

depression north of the magnetic linear suggests a polarity 

effect, usually encountered on the off-dip side of strong mag 

netic anomalies.

About 700 feet north of the main magnetic linear anomaly 
a two line relatively weak anomaly shows a similar depression, 

down to a 20 gamma level, on the down dip side of the magnetic 

ridge. No known magnetite zone occurs in this location, though 

close prospecting may show the reason for the single high read 

ing nt 6.N on BE.

Respectfully submitted by, 

li.S. Woolverton, P. Eng.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT

FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT Dinirrr* nwrr 
TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC7fgjtU5 UNI1

MagneticType of Survey__
Township or Ar^a Papineau Township
Claim Kr.i,i..,{.) Alexander H. Clark. Jr.

Author of J*^. *.S. Woolverton,——^——————^ 
Address—.———————84 Berkiashav Cr.. Don Mills. Oat.

Covering Dates of Survey Feb - 5 "

Total Miles of Line cut———LiL.
(linccuttinc t* office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for firn 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
tame grid.

DAYS
Geophysical

- Electromagnetic.

-Magnetometer——

- Radiometric——
-Other—-——..^

Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (SjxcUI ptovMon credit* do not iff* to airborne aurvcyt)

Magnetometer. .Electromugnetic Radiometric
(enter 4*yi per cUirn)

PATR. April 10. 1974 sir.N

PROJECrS SECTION

Previous Surveys

iialificatinnt (j?) * J /^Q x

Checked by.

ICAL BRANCH,

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Annmvrci -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

to"(i 
10

346973

346976

BO 346979

TOTAL CLAIMS.
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